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We have no power, states architect David Chipperfield as he sits at a
long conference-room table in his Berlin-Mitte office. Architects have
no power; designers have no power … unless we leverage it.

Declarations of powerlessness may seem odd coming
from one of the world’s best-known architects–
one whose mere presence evokes a sovereign strength
and whose buildings have become timeless beacons
of culture, and sometimes commerce, in cities around
the world. But in the contemporary world’s hyper-
financialized economic and political climate, it’s a
fact that architects, even those of Chipperfield’s
stature, are tethered to the whims and agendas of
other decision-makers–not least politicians,
real-estate developers and investors.

We’ve been working for investors and not society. That has to change,

says the British architect, who has made subtlety and serenity his signature. For decades, Chipperfield has worked on a wide range of building typologies around the world–private homes, business headquarters, museums and other cultural structures–from offices in
London, Berlin, Milan, and Shanghai. At one time, he recalls, architecture was far more connected to social advocacy. Architects built
schools, efficient and affordable housing projects, and cities differently
than they do today. Architecture has become marginalized and more
about the special moments: the museum, the glamorous railway station, he says. We architects are not involved so much anymore in the
way our cities are built.

There’s an urgency to Chipperfield’s voice when he
discusses these new realities. He’s also just arrived
from abroad and his phone buzzes with important
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notifications, but that’s par for the course. For him,
the more pressing global challenges are broadly
societal and environmental, and grounded in diminishing resources. It’s not just in architecture. Our
overall attitude to consumption and energy use has
to change. We can’t just keep taking things out of
the fridge, so to speak, says the architect. At some
point we have to start restocking. And these issues
are no longer in the distance; our world is going to
shift completely in the next fifty years.

Chipperfield, who turned 65 in December 2018, has the luxury of the
long view. His speech is thoughtful, measured, and sometimes peppered with dry humor. Graduating from the Architectural Association
in London in the late 1970s, he worked for Lord Richard Rogers and
Lord Norman Foster before opening his own office in 1985. Chipperfield’s first major commission was designing a shop for Japanese fashion designer Issey Miyake in London, kicking off a five-year period of
working in Japan. In the subsequent years his practice grew steadily;
approximately 300 people currently work for Chipperfield worldwide,
and more than 100 constructions around the world have won more
than 100 prestigious awards.
Chipperfield opened this Berlin office, not far from
Rosenthaler Platz, twenty-one years ago, and it’s
slowly expanded since then. The serene courtyard
setting incorporates an older loft building and Chipperfield’s typical linear additions: the latter with office space, a ground-floor conference room, and a
canteen for employees that’s also open to the public and has become a popular lunch spot for hip local
foodies.
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Chipperfield’s work provides a frame for visual culture in many locations, but it’s in Berlin where the office’s understatement is best visible. The architect’s involvement in the master plan of the city’s
once-decrepit Museum Island (a neoclassical ensemble of five museums locally dubbed
Athens on the Spree) and innovative renovations of seminal museums have
gradually and elegantly changed the face of the German capital’s museum landscape. The Neues Museum, which opened in 2009, is a case
in point. After nearly ten years of renovation, the extensive rebuild of
a nearly seventy-year-old ruin resulted in a seamless melding of new
and old. Modern sandstone blends in with old brickwork, spaces
perfectly frame objects from antiquity like an iconic bust of Egyptian
Queen Nefertiti. The structure cemented the architect’s reputation
in his second home.

The Fundación RIA (Rede de Innovación Arousa; translation: Innovation Network of Arousa) is a strategy-making organization,
launched with initial funding from Chipperfield and
working with mayors, universities, and other local
bodies. We are dealing with issues which are typi-

But back to leverage: Can architecture and design
effect real change that takes resource allocation and
livability for future generations into account? Is quality of life truly attached to glamorous railway stations? Is it possible to address the big picture within
individual commissions? (Not really, he admits – David Chipperfield Architects works as sustainably as is possible, but broader urban planning goes through other channels.)

What to do?

cal to rural and peripheral areas: the demographic
exodus of young people, the reduction of environmental qualities, the loss of certain economies. not
with architecture per se but using the multi-pronged
skills like negotiation that architects generally possess. says Chipperfield. We’re slowing down traffic
and expanding sidewalks. We’re working with the
university on water quality and sustainable sea
farming.

Quality of life, after all, isn’t solely about convenience and luxury (as
it’s often sold to us) but also less quantifiable conditions, like untouched
nature and interconnectedness. In such a community you realize it’s
not about building more, but rather building intelligently, explains
the architect. It’s about protecting things and making sure that
development is part of a bigger picture. The foundation’s collaborations are inclusive and holistic–a reflection of where the fields of
architecture and design will have to head in the years to come. Some
of the things we’re going to have to do aren’t that glamorous or
design-y. On the contrary, they’re going to be about undoing things,
or not doing things.

As a practice, we are stepping out of the office and engaging in the
dialogue, says Chipperfield, explaining what could be one of his most

important projects in the long run–a foundation established in
2017 in Galicia. The coastal region in northwestern Spain is a place
close to his heart; the architect has spent summers here with his family in a house he built in 2002, slowly becoming a part of a community
faced with climate change and overtourism, like so many other places
on earth.
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In some ways, this understated approach connects
to David Chipperfield Architects’ most recent museum projects in Berlin and elsewhere in Germany
( the office has, since the Neues Museum, erected a gaggle of cultural spaces in
global locations ranging from the Museo Jumex in Mexico City to the Zhejiang
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Museum of Natural History in Anji, China; his upcoming renovation of the
controversial Haus der Kunst building in Munich is on hold, although funds

. The refurbishment of the New
National Gallery, an update of Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe’s glass-box museum, which opened in 1968
and is slated to reopen in 2020, is meant to be invis
ible. Even the James Simon Galerie, an elongated
colonnaded structure opening to the public with the
blessing of German chancellor Angela Merkel on
July 12, 2019, is not meant to be an attractor, but
rather a connector: a missing puzzle piece on Berlin’s
Museum Island.
and plans are long secured )

The building sits between the five existing and heretofore separated
museums. Inside, its sweeping entrances, soaring ceilings and broad
staircases allow for large groups of art lovers to arrive and gain orientation, a nod to Berlin’s–and the world’s–increasing cultural
tourism. It’s the sixth building that supports the other five; an attempt
to connect the infrastructure much better, says the architect. There
are also exhibition spaces for rotating shows, a giant wood-lined bookstore, and an auditorium for public events and discourse–the latter of which is increasingly important for local audiences. Every detail,
from natural light and visitor choreography to materials, has been
thought through with an eye not to spectacle, but to refined purpose
and spatial coherence.
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and decision-makers. Back in 2012, when David

Chipperfield curated the Venice Biennale of Architecture, he chose the overarching title Common
Ground. It focused on connecting architecture to
the people it affects, and considered that notions of
authorship, individuality, and autonomy in architecture, so prevalent in the starchitect era, might not
get us where we need to go in the years to come. It
seemed to say that the real strength comes in numbers, in reacting more nimbly: in collaborating.

At the same time, Chipperfield realizes the power his name has acquired in the past decade. He pulls all the metaphorical levers he can.
The Fundación RIA is a model for interdisciplinary cooperation and
new ideas in architectural engagement. These days he often speaks in
public of the architectural field’s transitions, its problems and potentialities. It’s unfortunate you have to become a bit famous in order
for what you say to have resonance, he quips. But finding yourself in
that position, it’s irresponsible not to speak up. More power to him,
and to all of us.

What advice would Chipperfield–who was
knighted by Queen Elizabeth II in 2010–give
to the next generation in his field? His answer is
quick: Young architects should rethink how they
operate. Large-scale offices are not the future. It’s
about working more intimately with politicians
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